Some historians
believe that the ancient Egyptians were
the first to use fishing rods. Their rods
were very long cane poles with some type
of string line attached to the end to
catch the fish.
1940-50s fly rod

Rod builders in
the late 1800s began
using metal to make
fishing rods.

In 1845, Samuel
Phillipe, a violinmaker
from right here in
Pennsylvania, built the first
split-cane rod. He split cane into
small strips and glued them
together, making a rod that today
is called a split-bamboo rod.
Phillipe used three to four strips
when building his rods. Several
years later, rods were improved by
making them with six strips, which
is how they are still made today.

In the
1600s,
anglers began using
wood for their rods.
Many rods were 19 feet
or longer in length!
Wooden rods
were carved to a point to get
just the right amount of
flexibility for angling.
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Wooden fishing rods like the ones
shown on the left are built in steps.
Steps 1 through 5 show how rod
sections go from one split piece to
six pieces glued and sanded to
finishing with hardware. Steps 6
through 8 show how sections of the
grip start and finish.
www.fish.state.pa.us
assembled fishing rod and rod pieces provided courtesy
of Henry and Rich Bieber
photographed by Art Michaels, illustration by Ted Walke

dated photos from PFBC archives, fishing rods photographed by Art Michaels, young angler photograph by Ted Walke

Commissioner Deibler congratulates David Shuey
for landing the largest trout of the day.

During the 1900s,
rod builders made the greatest
improvements in rod construction. Fiberglass was the first
great improvement. By the end
of the 20th century, rods were
made with graphite (a lightweight,
manmade material). Our rods today
are much lighter and more flexible because of the variety
of manmade materials.

Who knows
what the
future
will hold?
Maybe you will build
the next great fishing rod!
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